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Link: Copy link. I buy the filter, then jack up the car to start the install. I look and look and look
and look, darn, where is that fuel filter. I get out the two different manuals I have, one a Haynes,
the other a GM for a 95 model, and both say the fuel filter is at the front or rear left corner of the
fuel tank. Nope, not on mine. Doesn't look like there was ever one there. I do have a 94 Swift and
have seen the fuel filter on it, so I kind of know what I am looking for. I did a search on here, and
found a reference where someone answered a question about rough running, and the poster
mentioned that some Gen3 Metros do not have a fuel filter. Maybe mine is one of them. Why in
the world would Geo not put a fuel filter on? To save money? Has anyone retrofitted a big fuel
filter like the one the parts place gave me? I certainly think there should be a filter in place.
Thanks for any info you wonderful group of Metro owners can give me. Never had to change
mine, but the Metro is actually a Gen 4, not a Gen 3. Since my original post, I was able to check
the 96 Metro that we also own. I know that the fuel filter was changed on it because I bought it
myself and my mechanic installed it. So I just had an opportunity to check under the 96 and
sure enough, there it is. The bracket that holds it up at the corner of the fuel tank looks kind of
like a small cup holder you might have inside the car. The filter holder is screwed to the
framework and the filter fits inside the holder. I got back under the and look again and see no
filter holder or filter. The threaded screw holes are in the framework, but it doesn't look like
there was ever a holder or filter there to begin with. One thing I did notice different was that on
the near where the fuel filter would have been is a white plastic bar of soap looking thing that is
sitting on end in a little holder. The 96, which does have the fuel filter, does not have this white
bar of soap looking thing. I do wonder why the parts store would have a listing for a fuel filter if
the car doesn't have one. Again, thanks for any thoughts or input on this. Starscream, Thanks
for the input. Somewhere I have left something out. Please correct me. I was going mostly on
body style changes, or thats how I thought I could remember the correct Generations No fuel
filter because there's no need for one. Lots of earlier Metros went to the junkyard with K on
them and the original filter. Very rarely is the filter a problem, until you try to change it, then
nothing but problems. You're right about the generation nomenclature. I say Gen4 because I
don't count a chevy sprint as a Metro vehicle, sorry for any confusion. Johnny Mullet. Car Nut.
Back to top. OK Join. Choose Display Mode Original Dark. Search our online fuel filter catalog
and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We
specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts and accessories for your car, truck or SUV.
Call toll free to order or place your order online via our secure checkout system. Our online
parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be assured the parts you buy are in stock at
the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the same day. They are available for the following
Geo Metro years: , , , , , , , , , 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, This part is also sometimes called Geo
Metro Fuel Filters. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply
submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.
Pronto PF Fuel Filter. Features: Light Duty. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Geo
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our site. Or Learn more Continue. Geo Metro Forum. Share Share with:. Link: Copy link. I have
ordered this type of filter for my Geo Metro 2dr Hatchback base Auto trans and no Air Cond It's
back by the fuel tank. Driver's corner of the fuel tank, outside the tank. You'll see the fuel lines
going in and out of it. If you have rust issues, it can be a bugger to get the filter out without
breaking bolts. Jittney wrote: It's back by the fuel tank. Bad Bent. Good luck! And for anyone
else looking for the filter Good luck. I read a variety of post for 94 geo metro fuel filter
replacement. Now Ive came across some new threads Thanks yall! The only time it would be
under the hood is if someone had relocated it Otherwise, its normally behind the rear tire under
the car?? Read more posts 1 remaining. Back to top. OK Join. Choose Display Mode Original
Dark. The sporty looks and fuel conserving capabilities of a Geo offers stylish appearances and
performance control for entry-level drivers. When they want style and long lasting service car
buyers choose the innovation that is featured in every Geo automobile. Geo automobiles are

well-known for dependability as well as solid manufacture. Your remarkable Geo may be quite
small, but it delivers really surprising available horsepower. Geo is a longstanding creator of
dependable vehicles that combine budget-friendly pricing with above average style. To
maximize the use of a new car or truck's newest features, you'll need to use the best quality
parts. A used Geo Fuel Filter really needs to be traded for a new unit for the simple reason that
dirt will stop up your filter unit and impede fuel economy. The Geo Fuel Filter is a key part of a
vehicle's healthy operation. In a lot of ways the Geo Fuel Filter works a lot like the oil filter. I was
so impressed with the speed and accuracy of their product delivery. I also loved the price and
quality of this product. I bought two fuel filter for my Geo Metro. One for future replacement and
the other for the immediate replacement. The one I replaced seems to be working just fine. I was
more concerned with the possible contaminants in the gas tank and was ready to test the
gasoline in the tank. I am satisfied with the fuel filters I bought from Parts Geek and their prompt
delivery. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! AC Delco. Beck Arnley.
Premium Guard. VR Gaskets. Geo Fuel Filler Neck. Geo Fuel Pump. Geo Fuel Tank Cap. Geo
Fuel Tank. Click to Enlarge. Mahle W Fuel Filter. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Pronto PF Fuel Filter. Features: Light Duty. Features: Quality construction
Finest materials Excellent quality. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine
Geo Metro. Catalog: A. Vehicle Geo Prizm. Vehicle Geo Tracker. Vehicle Engine Geo Tracker.
Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: N. The Geo Tracker is best remembered as a "funky
but flawed runabout. The removal and installation of the fuel filter in the Trackers with the
carbureted gas engines is an intermediate level do-it-yourself project. Disconnect the negative
battery cable from the terminal. Relieve the pressure in the fuel system while taking necessary
precautions. Remove the fuel tank filler cap to release any built-up pressure, then reinstall the
cap. Raise the vehicle. Check to make sure the supports are safe and secure. Take a drain pan
and several clean shop rags to mop up any spilled fuel. Crawl under the right side of the vehicle
between the front and back wheels. Set the drain pan under the fuel filter to catch any fuel that
drains from the lines. Press the fuel line clamp tabs with a pair of pliers and detach the fuel lines
from the fuel filter. Slide the clamp down both fuel lines away from the fuel filter while
maintaining pressure on the clamp. Note the position of the fuel filter inlet and outlet nipples
before removing the fuel filter. Remove the lower clamp bolt and loosen the clamp adjusting
bolt. Remove the filter from the mounting clamp. Lift the fuel filter out of the mounting clamp.
Work under the vehicle. Slide the new filter into its mounting clamp. Tighten the adjusting bolt
until it's snug. Turn the filter in the clamp so that the inlet and outlet nipples are in the same
position as before removal. Tighten the adjusting bolt. Put the lower clamp bolt in position.
Tighten it securely. Connect the outlet hose to the top filter nipple. Connect the inlet hose to the
lower nipple. Push the fuel lines up over the nipples as far as possible. Compress the fuel line
clamp tabs and slide the clamp up each line until it is secure over the nipple. Reconnect the
negative battery cable. Start the engine and allow it to idle. Check for fuel leaks and make the
necessary adjustments. The pressure in the fuel lines is maintained after the engine has been
turned off. Always relieve the pressure in the fuel system, even if the car has been sitting cold
for several hours, to prevent accidents and injury. Do not take the fuel pressure regulator or the
air valve from the throttle body. Both are calibrated at the factory and are not serviceable. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Warnings
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